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An Olympic Effort.

Ellingham is a popular primary school which 
is undergoing expansion to become a two 
form entry school, with a Nursery, by 2017-
18. Senior leaders took up their new posts 
in September 2011 knowing that: Key Stage 
2 results had dipped for the previous two 
years; there was a major rebuilding project 
underway and Ofsted inspectors were due. 

We embraced key messages from the 
Department For Education’s document ‘Making 
Great Progress’ and used these to inform initial 
decisions and changes.

The inspection took place four weeks into the 
academic year and resulted in a satisfactory 
grading, with an acknowledgement that, ‘The 
new leadership team has made rapid progress in 
implementing necessary changes’ but that these 
had not yet been embedded.

Ofsted returned in Autumn 2013 - this time 
only three weeks into the new academic year! 
We were delighted that, not only was the school 
graded as good in all areas, but recognition was 
given to the journey that we have been on so far 
and the progress we are already making towards 
becoming an outstanding school.
 
Team Ellingham
 
Prior to starting her new post, the Headteacher, 
Mrs Sarah Creegan, had heard a speaker at an 
Inside Government event say that, ‘Good things 
aren’t worth it, if important things don’t happen.’

Taking this on board, during our first few weeks 
together, children, staff, governors and parents 
worked to develop a shared vision and values, 
while reminding ourselves of the school’s core 
purpose. The aim of this was for everyone to 
recognise the difference that they could make, 
both personally and collectively, in developing 
children’s basic skills, accelerating their 
progress and ensuring high attainment within a 
no excuses, yet supportive culture.

‘Staff are extremely mindful of the school’s 
vision and are very committed to improving the 
pupils’ achievement’ Ofsted 2013.

Inspiring a Generation

The school began its journey of improvement 
during the build-up to London 2012 and we 
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adopted the Olympic and Paralympic values 
alongside embedding Learning to Learn skills. 
Following many Olympic themed activities we 
were delighted when Beth Tweddle, MBE, triple 
World Gymnastics Champion and Olympic 
bronze medalist, agreed to perform the official 
opening of the new school building.

An inspirational speaker, Beth talked to us about 
the importance of making mistakes and learning 
from them; taking responsibility for your own 
performance and striving for excellence. She 
continues to be quoted regularly, in lessons and 
assemblies.

In 2011, senior leaders introduced a new reward 
scheme, which places great emphasis on learning 
behaviours and resilience in particular. Children 
know that getting a page of sums correct is 
unlikely to earn them a reward and so they strive 
to challenge themselves with trickier problems 
in order to achieve bronze, silver and gold stars 
and certificates. In particular, this has supported 
the more able, who had traditionally ‘crumbled’ 
when the going got tough.

‘Activities based upon the Olympics and 
Paralympics helped bring learning to life.’ 
Ofsted 2013
 
Better Never Stops
 
In appraisal, progress and conferencing meetings 
all staff and pupils agree to aspirational targets 
which they are held accountable for, within a 
realistic ethos. We have not, and will not, let 
Performance Related Pay  breed an over-cautious 
approach to the setting of teachers’ targets.

A whole school target, for the past two years, 
has been to ensure that 100% of lessons are 
good or better. The head and deputy initially 
took responsibility for driving up standards in 
teaching and learning and, in order that they did 
not ‘take their eye off the ball’, the Assistant 
Head/Business Manager assumed much of the 
responsibility for the building project.

When recruiting, applicants who have delivered 
the most successful lessons and interviews, and 
shown that they would fit in well with the existing 
team, have been Newly Qualified Teachers. As 
a result we are ‘growing our own’ outstanding 
teachers and future leaders.

We have stood firm on the introduction of new 
initiatives, ensuring that we only undertake 
projects that are fit for our purpose. The literacy 
leader has very successfully embedded Talk for 
Writing throughout the school and, as a result, 
‘Pupils’ achievement in writing has improved 
since the last inspection, so they write confidently 
and with flair.’ Ofsted 2013
 
Continuing to Strive for Gold
 
As the Olympic and Paralympic athletes prepare 
for Rio in 2016, Team Ellingham has already 
begun its exciting journey to becoming an 
outstanding school. Watch this space!

For more information visit; 

www.ellinghamschool.co.uk


